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Abstract
This project report describes a journey of designing and beta-testing a game-based
learning unit with sixth grade students in rural Iowa. Game-based learning was a
trial at practicing the 21st century employability skill of demonstrating
productivity and accountability. The unit was designed and developed using the
backwards planning process of Understanding by Design (Wiggin & Mc Tighe,
2005). The beta testers were two classes of sixth grade students and a classroom
teacher. Alpha testers were other school personnel. It is found that a majority of
sixth grade students like to be in control of their learning path in a game-based
format. Future opportunities include continuing to gamify curriculum with more
of a technology format.
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A Journey of Designing and Beta-testing a Game-Based Learning
The International Society of Technology in Education (ISTE, 2016) lists gamification
(and gaming) and student-driven learning as two of the top ten hottest topics in technology
education in a February 2016 blog post. What happens when you put the two together? This
prompted the author to begin a project with the goal for students for'owning their learning'
within a game-like atmosphere was developed using Employability 21st century skills from the
Common Core standards as the basis of the unit design. A game-based unit for a reading unit for
sixth grade students was designed and developed. In this paper, I chronicle my journey of
learning about gamification and the delivery to students. I also chronicle my students' journey in
'playing' the game for the beta testing stage.

In a Banfield and Wilkerson study (2014), they state that American students spend too
much time working and not enough time playing. Deeper understanding can be achieved through
hands-on learning play. According to Michael Matera (2015), author of Explore Like a Pirate,
"Gamification is applying the most motivational techniques of games to non-game settings, like
classrooms. It is a framework laid over your curriculum that is fluid and tangible at all skill
levels" (pg. 9). Many times in my 20+ year teaching career, I have adapted or developed a game
to review skills, introduce content, or to practice content. The development of these materials has
taken many steps forward.
Levitt and Piro (2014) noted that teachers have shifted from dispenser to manager and
that games have long been used as teaching and learning modules outside of education. Turning
an entire unit into a game was certainly a journey in patience, adjustment, and discovery.
Patience in planning the weekly options of activities students could choose to complete to meet
Common Core standards. Patience in grading the increased amount of paperwork the students
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turned in. Patience in waiting for some students to 'get the bug' of owning their learning.
Adjustment came into play weekly, tweaking what worked in the weekly plans and descriptions
and what did not. These adjustments are described more in the Description section. Finally,
discovery. Some weeks were better than other weeks. Discovery happened when students,
especially the reluctant or fixed mindset learners, owned their learning. It also happened when
students finally realized that they could succeed at playing the game. I was constantly
discovering as well as learning about the process of gamifying. In short, I was "owning my own
learning."
The project was designed for two sections of sixth grade students in southeast Iowa. The
school district I work for has an 11 % free lunch rate and 36% reduced lunch rate. There are two
school buildings within the district, a preschool-sixth grade building located in one town and
grades seven-twelve located in the county seat. Each grade ranges from 34-45 in size. The sixth
grade has 41 students of two sections with one teacher in charge of Reading/Language Arts and
technology curriculum, the other teacher in charge of Science, Math, and Social Skills
curriculum. Teachers taught their own section of Social Studies.
Time allotted for the reading block is 105 minutes on a full day of school. Within this
period, reading, language, writing, and speaking and listening standards are the focus Sixth
graders in this district are educated in the elementary building, but follow the middle school
curriculum grades 6-8 standards band. In order to prepare students for the transition to a
secondary building and a more independent learning structure, students needed to have practice
in setting learning goals. The game-based journey fit that need.
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Literature Review

Before designing my own game-based unit, I needed to research the information for more
than general knowledge and buzzwords. Questions I needed to find answers: What is
gamification? Why should I bring game-based learning into my classroom? What needs to be
included to be called game-based learning? A literature review of twelve studies was conducted
to find the answers. Using ERIC (Education Resources Information Center) and the University
of Northern Iowa's Rod Library's OneSearch databases to search for gamification in education
netted many results. Game-based learning, gamifzcation, gamifzed learning, and gamifzcation in
education were the search terms used in each of their databases. Both sites came back with

hundreds of results on the search terms.
What is Gamification?

According to Levitt and Piro (2014), gamification has the power to reform and restructure
K-12 education and it is a topic that is rapidly increasing in importance on the global agenda. deMarcos, Garcia-Lopez, and Garcia-Cabot (2015) describe a game as "a system that presents a set
of meaningful motivating challenges to the player" (p. 99). They further the definition as the
"use of game elements in non-game contexts to motivate action" (p. 99-100). One way is to
encourage competition (p. 99). Banfield and Wilkerson (2014) add that "pedagogy is used to
make the student more engaged without deflation of educational credibility" (p. 292). Kingsley
and Grabner-Hagen (2015) echo that statement with "gamification, coupled effective pedagogy,
can support the acquisition of 21st century skills" (p. 52). Finally, in a third study, Abrams and
Walsh (2014) call gamification as "a process of using game thinking and game mechanics to
engage audiences and solve problems" (p. 49). Gamification provides for a sense of engagement,
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gives immediate feedback, a feeling of accomplishment, and success of striving against a
challenge and overcoming it.

Why Gamify?
Many of studies provided reasons for adding gamification to a teacher's toolkit. Kim
(2015b) states that game-based learning has the ability to capture people's attention, to engage
them in a target activity, and even influence their behavior. Marin, Maldonado, and Lopez (2015)
agree with Kim on game-based learning influencing behavior. Their study showed that
·gamification could be used to change misbehaviors, and to provide practice through repetition of
correct behaviors.
Engagement was a common factor for introducing game-based learning into content
instruction. Simoes, Redondo, and Vilas (2012) stated that game-based learning increases
engagement without using a specific game. For example, Minecraft would be a specific game
used in a classroom for various reasons. Similarly, Cheong, Filippou, Cheong (2014) found that
by increasing motivation and engagement, learning will improve.
Gamification not only gives students the chance to succeed, it can also provide a safe
place for students to have the freedom to fail (Cheong, Filippou & Cheong, 2014). It does this by
encouraging students to experiment and take risk because feedback is usually instantaneous. The
study of Simoes, Redondo, and Vilas (2012) affirms that concept that gamification helps students
deal with failure. The process of failure is part of learning process, which can motivate students
and motivate teachers to continue learning or finding other ways to learn (win). Failure can also
provide students a chance to problem solve or think out the solution critically, either on their
own or as a collaborative group.
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Students are not the only ones participating in this game-based journey; teachers hold a
major role, as they are the designers of the game. Kingsley and Grabner-Hagen (2015) say,
"gaming itself is a collaborative undertaking" (p. 58). Erenli (2013) states that gamification
"allows educators to restructure and reorganize lessons creativity." Game-based learning allows
a teacher ways to design their lessons creatively outside of lecturing, presentations, or other
'normal' ways. Kingsley and Grabner-Hagen (2015) wanted to prove that gamification can offer
us an "unique opportunity to combine content instruction, literacy, and 21st century learning
skills" but did not complete the task in their own study (p. 51 ). They stated in their concluding
remarks that "research in gamification would benefit from more controlled, experimental
studies" (p. 59).
Theodosiou and Karasavvidis (2015) remind us that just because a teacher knows the
content and has the skills to create a game-based learning environment, those two components
may or may not transfer to game design. Kim (2015b) helps teachers in the designing process by
matching seven types of knowledge with gamification elements to best meet specific learning
goals.
Abrams and Walsh (2014) stated that the student involved in the game must have a
degree of control to succeed. Kim (2015) enforces this idea by saying that, "Players must buy-in
because they should care enough to play" (p. 33-34). Playing the game alone does not
automatically generate motivation or engagement. Teachers need to allow users to select their
own goals instead of offering extrinsic rewards (Kim). In giving up control to the users, or
players, of the game, teachers give students the chance to own their learning.
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What Needs to be Included?
Several of the studies listed items that must be included to be called gamification.
Cheong, Filippou, and Cheong (2014) began with what the designer needs to know or consider
which is to understand the target audience (dynamics), determine the goal or what you want the
students to do (mechanics), and use appropriate game elements to motivate (components). Gamebased learning design should include activities, points, badges, and external rewards (de-Marcos,
Garcia-Lopez, and Garcia-Cabot, 2015). Banfield and Wilkerson believe game-based learning
design should include score, challenge, and achievement (2014). Finally, in Simoes, Redondo,
and Vilas' (2012) study, they list points, levels, trophies/badges/achievements, leaderboards,
virtual gifts and goods. The trophies, badges, and virtual gifts and goods are examples of
extrinsic motivation.
A couple of the studies remind us of what type of players we will encounter during the
game. de-Marcos, Garcia-Lopez, and Garcia-Cabot (2015) listed three players, the killers, the
socializers, and the explorers. Kim (2015) added a few more players to the game: achievers,
explorers, killers, players, socializers, free spirits, and philanthropists. Killers are those players
who interact with other players for the competition. They are there to throw others off their
game. The socializers are the cooperative players. They play in order to work in groups. Kim
states that socializers feel the game is just a 'backdrop.' The explorers want to do and explore all
aspects of the game. They like to figure out the game. Kim (2015) allowed a few alternatives.
The achievers and the players play for the points and levels. The free-spirits play for the feeling
of independence; the ability to control their movement in the game. Finally, the philanthropist
plays for the 'greater good' or the purpose of the game.
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In addition to the three questions, I had wanted to find guidance in creating a gamified
environment with correct terminology and structure. The literature review gave other information
I found useful to begin my own project design. Some of the information is geared toward the
teacher in the actual creation process of the game while other information provides another
reminder to be concerned about pedagogy in the design. Cheong, Filippou, and Cheong (2014)
gave good advice when their students showed that gamification is not a simple task of adding
game elements. It is complicated to implement correctly. Marin, Maldonado, and Lopez (2015)
found in their study that games provide opportunities to develop and practice content; but also
imagination, social and spatial skills. The study also mentions that motivation, an increase in
attention, an active learning environment, and time for reflection can be benefits of game-based
learning. Finally, their study showed an improvement in critical thinking, problem solving, and
higher-order thinking skills with gamification. Abrams and Walsh (2014) stated in their study
that gamification also promotes problem solving, collaboration, and independent learning.

Description of the Project
The school district I work for uses Houghton Miffiin Harcourt Journeys for its curricular
materials for Reading, English, and Language Arts. Our elementary has also made the transition
to Standards-Based grading this current school year. Students are assessed on the Reading
Informational Text and Literature, Language, Speaking/Listening, and Writing standards on a
three-point scale to indicate mastery of standard.
As mentioned earlier, I designed a game-based unit for a Reading unit for sixth grade
students. Generally, each unit is a five-week commitment, but I usually took six weeks. The unit
has an overarching understanding (big idea) with a corresponding slogan for the idea. There are
five stories that related their essential question to the big idea. Each week also has a
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corresponding vocabulary reader in addition to three leveled readers. I have saved those books
for the sixth week, letting student chose which book they want to read. The leveled reader was a
requirement for some weeks and a choice for others. The extra week, or sixth week, allows for a
culmination activity for the Unit's Big Idea to be completed as well. Speaking and listening and
writing standards were mainly addressed during this final week. The study of Kingsley and
Grabner-Hagen (2015) reminds us that the Common Core Anchor Standards (speaking and
listening) include participation in conversations and collaboration with diverse partners,
purposeful presentation of information.
This continued to be the plan for our Journeys unit four, which was the unit (unit)
selected for this game-based unit. Spelling is done using the Words Their Way program, which
has groups of kids working on word work on their level. Each class has five groups running with
some groups studying the different ways to make plurals and other groups learning about
different Greek and Latin elements of words. Groups receive a new set of words each week, this
new set has a rule to its pattern of words.
The sixth grade teachers share one cart of 28 computers, which is enough for one class to
use at one time. A unit designed for heavy computer use would not have been fair to the other
sixth grade teacher. While some computer use was planned, it was not planned to be a daily, fulltime class event. Digital tools we use often are Google Classroom, KidBlog, and Google Drive.
Students could tum in assignments through Google Drive and Kidblog to save paper and as an
enticement to work, especially for those students that struggle to physically write out their
answers. The optional research projects provided students a chance to use the computers.
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Design and Development Process
The sixth grade teachers also ready to begin unit four: Ancient Civilizations, which is the
focus of our Social Studies curriculum. Originally, I wanted to develop the final unit in our
Journeys curriculum. Timewise, this unit was not taught this year and I needed a unit that I
would be using with the students this year. After further reflection, I chose to develop the fourth
unit into a game-based unit. All of the skills and strategies featured throughout this unit were
review standards from the year. As a class, we had been working on becoming more and more
independent. These all became the deciding factors in choosing unit four as the basis of the
game-based learning design.
We were also ready to begin Topic Four: Ancient Civilizations, which is the focus of our
Social Studies curriculum. These all became the deciding factors in choosing Topic Four as the
basis of the game-based learning design.
My school district is revisiting Ruby Payne's research on poverty as part of our
professional development training. We participated in two full days with a trainer, one in August
and one in January. We received the book Research-Based Strategies: Narrowing the
Achievement Gap for Under-Resourced Students for the training. Since the enduring
understanding of the unit was for students to "own their learning," I needed to have frameworks
in place to support those students not able to plan without help. A couple of the strategies utilized
to help students make a plan were Step Sheet and Plan, Do, Review. Both strategies are designed
to help students who do not submit work done in class, or will not attempt a task, or misuse time.
The Step Sheet is more of a daily to-do task sheet. It helps the students plan time wisely by
determining how much time may be needed to complete task. The Plan, Do, Review strategy is
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the format I used for their weekly plans. It is designed to guide students' plans for behavior as
well as in the completion of work.
Understanding by Design as the Design Framework

The framework of Understanding by Design by Wiggins and McTighe (2005) was
adopted as the design framework (Appendix 1). Kingsley and Grabner-Hagen (2015) mention
backward design as a framework for designing gamified learning by beginning with the big
picture before creating the progression of quests and individual activities. Honestly in my case,
creating the design framework was separate from designing the gamified unit. My gamified unit
was developed to be used during reading/language arts time and the design framework had the
overarching goals of a 21 st century learning skill.
Backward Design (Wiggins and McTighe, 2005) suggests that you begin a unit design
planning process with the end goals (transfer, making personal meaning, and acquire knowledge
and skills) in mind. I struggled with stage one, narrowing down the established goals or
standards. Journeys, a Houghton Mifflin Harcourt curriculum, spirals its reading skills and
strategies throughout the year and I knew I could not have ten or more established goals.
Therefore, I decided I wanted this unit to focus on 21st century skills of employability (21.68.ES.5, Appendix 2) as the learning outcomes or as the standard states: demonstrate productivity
and accountability while aspiring to meet high expectations, but have the content centered on the
reading curriculum. This focus on 21 st century skills allowed me to move forward with the lesson
design process.
The employability skill of "demonstrate productivity and accountability while aspiring to
meet high expectations" became the established goal for the Understanding by Design unit. In
essence, I wanted students to own their learning. I wanted them to be able to plan for the end in
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mind. I wanted them to be able to select activities from a menu of choices and plan a week's
worth of learning.
The second stage of unit design is assessment: performance, self, and other. We know
from Kocadere and Caglar (2015) that the main goal of assessment is to support learning.
Gamification might make it possible to accomplish assessment for learning. The question I
needed to answer was how would students be assessed by performance of the skill to
demonstrate productivity and accountability, which is the established goal of the UbD unit. The
answer came in their weekly plans. Students noted which activities they wanted to do, the day
they expected to complete the activity, and then a space for reflection to allow them an
opportunity to consider adjustments for next week.
The third stage is the lesson activity stage. Assuming reading, language arts, speaking and
listening, and writing skills was a huge assumption when it did not revolve around a single goal.
A unit was generally a five-week unit. I usually saved the vocabulary readers, a supplemental
resource, for a sixth week as a wrap-up to the unit. Each week of the five, there was a different
story selection with a reading skill and strategy. The language goals for the week were spiraled
and did not allow for continuity. Pronouns one week, adjectives the next and so on. Speaking and
listening did provide a pattern to continue that we had already introduced and was easy to adapt
to the game-based format. Writing was an area that allowed students the most ownership.
Students were given up to fifteen topics to blog on or respond to weekly.
Finally, there were chances for students to individualize their work each week through the
weekly research options and/or book talks. The established goal was for employability 21 st
Century skill, but the overall content was for reading. Students could complete one or all of the
research options. The research options provided students an outline for their thirst for knowledge.
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Students could share their book through a commercial/trailer they created, an item show-and-tell,
a narrative book report, a summary, a plot diagram, a create a skit from a scene, retell the story
from a different character's perspective, or create a mural for their book. These final two options
of research and book talk were only accepted if all required work for the week had been
completed.

Gamification.
The content theme for the unit was ancient civilizations with an overall transfer goal of
employability skills. We read a story about the Vikings, the discovery of Chinese artifacts, a
fable on a Greek hero, an Egyptian princess, and the eruption of Mt. Vesuvius that buried
Pompeii. Other than the common factor of ancient history, I had to make a decision on what to
name the levels. I decided to name the levels after explorers or adventurers famous in times or
areas we read about in order of the stories. Rollo, Erik the Red, and Leif Eriksson match the
Vikings story and became the names for the first three levels. For China, the levels were named
after Gan Ying, Tom Carter, and Marco Polo. Pytheas was the Greek level along with
Sacagawea, whom had no ties to Greece, but a familiar name for students. Thutmose IV and
Howard Carter were the Egyptian levels and I wrapped up the levels with two other names with
no ties to Pompeii, but names the students should know, Amelia Earhart and Christopher
Columbus. I was not sure how the classes would respond to the level names, sort of expecting
negative comments, but the students went with the idea and treasured their badges. The badges
used for this unit were stickers created to match the levels, 'Top 5,' story themes, and research
options. All but one student loved the idea of sticker badges. The one student would just
graciously decline as his name was called.
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Beta Testing Phase

As mentioned earlier, I designed and beta tested my design over a six-week time period.
The following narrative is a journal ofmy implementation time, describing the reasons for
modifications along the way.
Week 1. I prepared a short Google Slide presentation to introduce the game-based unit to

my two Reading classes. This media presentation was shared with students as a whole group on
Monday of week 1. Students were given a copy of the badge point levels and matching awards
for their records. Then on the first day of the week, students were given the week's story plan
with selected options for them to select from and a blank individual plan to fill out. This page
contained guidelines on which categories they need to select activities and how many of the
activities they needed to choose.
A majority of the students seemed to be able to select their own work and be in control of
the number of points they could earn past the required items. Figure 1 is a photo of the board on
Friday morning with a listing of assignments still needing to be completed. One student flat out
said that earning points was of no interest. Another adjustment made was to the number of
badges given for the week. Initially, I was going to award badges for each category of
assignments. For example, a Venn Diagram badge could be awarded for completing any of the
compare-and-contrast activities; a summary badge for any summary activity, etc ... Instead, I just
awarded the point level ups, Book Talk badges, research badges and a 'Top 5' badge because it
seemed too much and I did not want students to become disenchanted with badges if everyone
was receiving them for any little thing.
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Figure 1:
First Week Missing Assignments on Friday

Week 2. After making some slight adjustment to the student's individual plan and giving

them two copies of the plan to fill out, week two was under way. Point values and category
requirements were added to the plan for easier selection of activities. One copy of their
individual plan was kept in a binder for my reference as well as if the student lost her/his copy.
The whole-group story was also completed in one day since several of the writing activities were
reactions to the reading. On Monday, I also asked certain students who had had difficulty in
demonstrating accountability the previous week and gave them the opportunity to all for help in
creating their weekly plan. A couple of students did not complete the required items from week
one and seemed lost in what they needed to do daily. Redirection and clarification was given
throughout the week, but they still had difficulty with the independent nature of game-based
learning.
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Week 3. Another adjustment was made to the individual student plan in adding the days
of the week to the plan so students could just mark which day of the week they were planning to
complete the activity. This week was also marked with the challenge of how to inform a
substitute teacher of the format and still make students accountable on a daily basis. I missed the
first three days of this week. For Monday, it took several hours to devise a plan for the substitute.
I ended up planning the day's activities while giving students the ability to choose when during
the class period they would complete it. Tuesday was our normal 'whole group' day, so this day
wasn't difficult to plan. Then it was time for Wednesday, day three, the day I needed to put it in
the student's hands. It also didn't help that each day there was a different substitute in the room,
so no continuity could be relied upon for me or for the students. Overall, the week went okay, but
as this was the middle of the game, a waning in excitement had been noticed. To this point, the
majority of students would get their work completed by the end of class on Friday. On this week,
the missing assignment list was still long though. Illness struck more than me, many students
were absent this week and the game-based format added a challenge to keeping absent students
on target upon their return.

Week 4. There is nothing like a toilet badge to get some excitement back into the game.
This week we read a story about an Egyptian pharaoh who became king. One of the research
projects for the week was to write a summary on an article on Egyptian plumbing. Of course, to
receive credit for the research all required points had to be met. The reward for completing the
summary was a badge with the image of a toilet.

Week 5. Spring break had arrived. So did the craziness that comes with springtime. We
had a short week and it's the last week of our routine. We had to make up a snow day on this
week but some student families already had break plans, plus our whole group story took longer
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than planned. The story day was shortened with both classes participating in a lunch initiative
called Cafeteria Coaching. We may have finished the story without the shortened periods, but
since I took time out of their Wednesday, we extended the due date a week knowing that there

would still be new requirements. One slight achievement, one student finally accomplished level
one.
Week 6. Another short week to wrap up our unit has arrived. We came back from spring

break on a Wednesday and we not only had activities from the previous week to complete, we
had a new week]y plan to fill out. There were only five required items this week, but the main
activity was multi-stepped and covered six standards in writing and reading. Spring craziness
was still abounding as personal relationships feel apart daily and Friday was April Fool ' s Day.
The list of missing assignments list had not gotten any shorter. The high-flyers were still engaged
and ready for more, but the disengaged students could not be enticed to finish strong. In fact,
there were a couple of students who finished nothing for the week. We still had several students
who thrived on procrastination and the pressure of completing work at the last moment. Students
reflected on their game-based journey and on the Unit's essential question via KidBlog, a website
for classroom biogs.
Figure 2:
KigBlog Screen Shot
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Figure 3:

Last Week Missing Assignments on Friday
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Outcomes
How to Measure
I was able to implement my project and I feel the implementation was successful. Thi s
was measured by three concrete factors : the percentage of students who could plan effectively
for the week, adjust their plan if needed, and the completion of selected activities at the end of
the week. I was also measuring attitudes by observation. By noting the students ' attitudes as they
went through the planning process each week, making adjustments to help more students be
successful, and their eagerness to continue the game-based framework for the next unit.

Successes
As I mentioned earlier in the paper, a majority of the students wanted to continue the
game-based, independent format for our unit five unit coming up . I did share my project with a
few alpha testers: my district's curriculum director, the elementary literacy coach, a fellow
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teacher and an outside educator who I originally heard present on game-based learning at an
ITEC conference in 2013. As of now, I have only received feedback from the literacy coach who
asked some good questions about student routines and reflection pieces. I do hope the others will
get their feedback to me once they have had a chance to look over the project.
I had one student the first week reject the idea of earning points. This was enforced when
said student did not earn enough points the first week for the first badge and award. Something
kicked in during the second week and student was on fire, a growth mindset had struck and
stuck. She went from minimum points to a 'Top 5' point earner. I do not know if it was the
prestige of hearing her named called, the reward for leveling up, or she stopped fighting the
negativity that turned her around, but whatever it was definitely stuck. I loved how this format
gave the high-flyers a chance to explore all they wanted to explore. They had no ceiling,
sometimes asking, 'What else can I do?" A majority of the students wanted to continue this
format for the remainder of the year when informally surveyed. There are other instances where
low-flyers decided not to fight the establishment, but embraced the freedom in choice and were
focused on their work.
Another success is watching the students who thrive in the independence with their time.
No longer were they shuffling around in groups to different stations. A few students could
complete all required activities by Wednesday and be free to explore the research and book talk
options. A few times, I did not have enough activities for them to do. Also, observing the
students as they learned which classmates they worked best with or which classmates they
needed to avoid was interesting. At the beginning, guidance and redirection was needed with
some students to find classmates for them. By the end of our unit, most routines were smooth
and did not need explaining.
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Weaknesses/Drawbacks

A weakness in game-based learning is still reaching those students who refuse to be
engaged by either extrinsic or intrinsic motivation. Another weakness was that I needed to give
everyone an equal chance each week to be a 'Top 5' earner. Instead of culminating points for the
week and the previous weeks, I needed to just take the current week into account. The
leaderboard, which was posted, told the tale of overall top earners. A student may be a high-flyer
and get so far ahead that it would be hard for others to meet that level of achievement. On the
other side, when illness struck our classrooms, those students who missed multiple days
struggled to catch up when they returned. I would reset 'Top 5' points weekly since the levels
and rewards would work with the culmination of points.
There was an increased amount in paperwork to score. I learned quickly to stay on top of
it. As well as after the first week, I put the number of points a student earned on their planning
page as a reference. This was especially helpful if they did not earn full points. There was also a
problem with students not understanding or fully documenting the category of the assignment.
Even though the category was labeled on the weekly plan, they would mark it wrong on their
plan and then call foul when their name was on the board for missing assignments. With the
increased amount of paperwork, assignments were sometimes lost. I do offer some spaces for
students to save items within the classroom, but a few of those are public spaces where anyone
can remove or add items. I would note that management of personal belongings is an overall
concern with the tween-age student. Right now, the game-based learning is based on the paperand-pencil record. I plan to convert the game-based learning into the digital record.
Another possible drawback is tying game-based learning goals with standards-based
reporting. My district is transitioning to a standards-based grading (SBG) format, we started at
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the elementary level this year. Eighty percent of learning material needs to be reported out to
parents (through a report card) at the end of the grading period. This is to encourage teachers to
only focus on grade-level standards by removing the 'fluff.' As of now, 21st century skills are not
a part of our standards report. During the beta testing phase, standards in Reading Literature,
Reading Informational Text, Language, and Writing were reported on weekly. The overall focus
of this unit was 21st century learning skills through reading content.

Conclusions and Recommendations
Overall I learned that some students do not come to school to learn as their first objective
and students whose objective is not to learn cannot be enticed to do so. The next time I will not
make badges for levels since students are already receiving a physical reward for meeting the
level. Game-based learning is not a framework I would use to start the year off. I organize and
run my sixth grade classrooms differently from the preschool-5 classrooms in the building. Sixth
grade students are given a little bit more freedom by the principal building-wide.
My own teaching philosophy also expanded with the freedom exemplified in this project.
My mission as a sixth grade teacher is to mold students into future citizens, future problemsolvers, future thinkers and creators. Learning is social and so is my classroom environment.
Sixth grade students are not expected to sit quietly for hours and regurgitate knowledge.
Incoming sixth graders are not ready for that shift in environments when school begins. It is a
gradual change. By selecting the fourth unit, the mid-point, is the perfect time to really shift the
owning of learning onto the student. By then, we have introduced, practiced, and followed
classroom expectations on volume control, group dynamics, and assignment expectations. Many
of the skills and strategies are review from previous units.
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Although I am not sure how this project will influence my career, I do know that I need to
stress more of the assignment and classroom expectations and routines before introducing the
game-based learning framework. I still would like to infuse technology into the framework.
Technology routines will need to be enforced more, especially as they relate to plagiarism and
copyright. In the immediate sense of affecting my career, by planning for the entire unit and not
just week-by-week, I did become more familiar with the grade-level standards at the sixth grade
level. Halfway through the game-based unit, I met with the curriculum director to discuss
summer and 2016-17 school year needs. Since I had mapped out this unit for the project, I went
back and mapped out the other five units of the curriculum materials. I could tell the curriculum
director which standard areas I needed to discuss with the seventh and eighth grade language
teachers, which standards were not met or mastered in sixth grade, and where I might need to
look for supplemental materials.
Recommendations
Further study in how gamification can be used in classrooms that employ standards-based
grading practices, reaching the disengaged, unmotivated middle grade student, and gamification
in a non-technology classroom would be a positive addition to the literature.
Improvements
I would like to infuse technology resources into this unit. We already use Google
Classroom and Drive apps, but I would to explore Class Craft, which can be integrated into
Google Classroom and provide a game atmosphere. I would also like to explore digital badges
more if the opportunity for students to share and show off is available to them. I learned of some
digital resources in my literature review that would be worth my time exploring for several
purposes.
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I have already begun to plan for future situations. We are continuing the game-based
journey for unit five, the last language unit we will complete this year. I really would like to
explore turning my social studies curriculum into a more game-based, independent study. This
could be a summer project. I will just have to see what the immediate future holds and devote
some summer time into personal development time for me. Another plan is to compete more unit
planning since everything will not be new and overwhelming. I will have time next year to unit
plan, especially since I know the stories, the skills, the standards, I can take a step back and
really put more thought into unit projects. This time and process will certainly benefit the writing
and speaking and listening portions. I feel those areas are just add-ons at this point. The vision is
there and I know have the knowledge and experience to forge ahead.
My journey in game-based learning is still at its beginning. I will continue to fine-tune
the unit just developed as different students work through the activities. Future units will try to
incorporate the digital tools discovered through the literature review and if the devices become
more available for daily use. A quick recommendation for practice to finish up, Patricia Bruder
(2015) list some wonderful resources if a teacher is interested in learning more in her Ed Digest
article, Game on: Gamification in the classroom. The resources she provides will help a teacher
get started in exploring the unit of gamification: the benefits of adding gamification to
classrooms, elements of a good game, and links to sites that help a teacher get started with
badges, game mechanics, taxonomy of player and design, and other game maker resources.
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Appendices
Appendix 1
Gamification UbD Unit Plan

Stage 1 Desired Results

ESTABLISHED
GOALS
Demonstrate
productivity and
accountability while
aspiring to meet high
expectations. (21.68.ES.5)

Students will be able to independently, efficiently and flexibly use
their learning to ...
1. Successfully plan for a week's worth of activities from a list
of items
2. Be on task during the independent work time, especially not
disturbing others

UNDERSTANDINGS*

Students will understand that ...
To deliver quality job performance on time.
• Know that quality means meeting high
expectations, including timeliness.
• Make revisions based on self-analysis.
■
Work with commitment until the
expectations are met.
• Make needed adjustments to prevent
problems.

ESSENTIAL
QUESTIONS
•

•

•

Students will know ...
1. How to make a work schedule and follow
that schedule or to make adjustments as
necessary

What support
needs to be in
place for me to
succeed?
What kind of
planning do I
need to be
productive
everyday?
How can I
schedule my
day in order to
complete all
required
activities?

Students will be
skilled at ...
• Demonstratin
g individual
responsibility
to be present
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•

•

•

•

•

and on time
for all
activities.
Staying
productive
when
completing
work.
Being willing
to help others
when own
work is
completed.
Accepting
responsibility
for and correct
their errors.
Learn from
mistakes and
creates
solutions.
Follow
through with
assigned work
within a
group.

Stage 2 - Evidence
Evaluative Criteria

"::::. "·Z~~~:. .J~iZ~'\.'

·Assessineritf]:vidence
*
;f;:;'> •·0f<:<,

(Transfer Goals)

Performance Task 1
G - Student will demonstrate and be able to revise planning a
week's worth ofleaming activities.
A rubric for the
R - Leaming Engineer
summative assessment
A - 21st century learners, current learners, future employees
(is below)
S - Game-Based learning environment during a six-week unit
P - weekly plan
(Meaning-making
Goals)

Graphic organizers will be provided to help students in their goal
planning. Organizers will guide students in planning for daily
learning activities for a week's worth. Corrections or revisions may
be done as students go through the week.
Set learning goals and self-assess
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(Knowledge
acquisition goals)
Formative access

Knowledge acquisition will vary each week as the reading skill and
strategy varies weekly - students will be assessed on a standardsbased rubric of 3-2-1 on the weekly Reading/Language Arts standards

(Skill acquisition
goals)
Formative/Summative
: Instructor
Observation

Instructor will observe students in their weekly goal setting and
completion of set goals.

Stage 3 - Plan Learning Events and Instruction
Goals
Leaming Events for
achieving transfer
goals

Students on-task with learning
behaviors most of the time
Weekly plans filled out and used to
determine daily goals

KidBlog,
Google Drive
apps

Self-assess,
reflection,
rubric

Leaming events for
achieving meaningmaking goals

Mondays, students will be provided
with weekly plans, revision on
Tuesday-Friday, with selfassessment and reflection on
Friday

KidBlog,
Google Drive
apps

Self-asses,
reflection,
rubric

Leaming events for
achieving knowledge
and skill acquisition
goals

Read-aloud with skill and strategy
modeling on Tuesday for wholeclass

KidBlog,
Google Drive
apps

Application
page
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Appendix 2:
Assessment Rubric for each week of the unit

21 st Century Skill - Employability Rubric
Standard
3

2

1

Sometimes shows:
0 initiative
0 self-direction
0 productivity
0 growth

Rarely/Never shows:
0 initiative
0 self-direction
0 productivity
0 growth

(0-1 check)
Rarely accountable:
0 meeting deadlines
for coursework
0 submitting work
that demonstrates own
learning
0 being on task
during class times
(0-1 check)
1

Works for high
achievement and lifelong
learning in personal and
professional life by
·showing:
• initiative
• self-direction
• productivity
• growth

Always/Usually shows:
0 initiative
0 self-direction
0 productivity
0 growth

Is accountability by:
• meeting deadlines for
coursework
• submitting work that
demonstrates own
learning
• being on task during
class times

Always accountable:
0 meeting deadlines
for coursework
0 submitting work that
demonstrates own
learning
0 being on task during
class times

(2-3 checks)
Sometimes accountable:
0 meeting deadlines for
coursework
0 submitting work that
demonstrates own
learning
0 being on task during
class times

(3-4 checks)
3

(2-3 checks)
2

Total Score

(3-4 checks)
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Appendix 3
Screen shot of Iowa Common Core 21st Century Employability Skill, pg. 24

· •
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:+: i'~> <\:, j 13 https://www.educateiowa.gov/sites/files/ed/documents/K· 12_21stCentSkills_O.pdf
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Employability Skills

lowaCOREQ

EswatiaJ Coacrpt aad/or Skill: Demon.strait producdvity and accountability white aspiring to med high ~elations. (21.6-1.ES.S)

Deliver quality job performance on time.
Know that quality means meeting high expectation.,;, including timeliness.
Make revisions based on self-analysis.
• Work v-ith ccanmitment until the expectations arc met.
• Make needed adjustments to prevent problems
• Do not compromise ethical behavior and responsibility.
•

•

Demonstrate accountability for individual perfonnancc.
•

Ikmonstrato individual responsibility to be present and on time for all activities.

•
•
•
•

Stay prodoctivc 1,1,hen completing work.
Are willing lo help others when o\\n work is completed.
Accept responsibility fer and correct their errors.
Learn from mistakes and creates solutions.
Follow through with assigned work within a group.

•

*,0 Q.Q.5:

~:{CJ ther~kni~{
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Appendix 4

Gamification Google Slide Presentation

Treasures of the Ancient World
Topic 4: Game-Based Learning

Advance al your own pace

,Advance from mas1ery of skills

Rules
1. You must earn the required number of points in order to
move from one level to the next.
2. There are certain required "operations" that you need to
complete. These are marked with a*".
3. You will earn points for each assignment you complete.

Goal: Demonstrate productivity and
accountability while aspiring to meet high
expectations.
Understandings
To deliver quality job performance on time.
To demonstrate accountability for individual performance.

Why Should I Work?

Points - Leaderboard
Badges - Points & Activities
Coupons - Levels
CAPS Cash - Levels

How Do I Earn Points, Badges, and Coupons?
Completing Various Activities
Required* - weekly skill, strategy, Pl Ns, Portfolio
Pieces
Optional - required choices for the week, you pick
the activity

Level/Badge

Points

Activity Types - Points

Coupons

Rollo : First Ruler of
Normandy

75

Erik the Red

150

$5 CAPS cash

Leif Eriksson

300

Word Work

Gan Ying

450

$10 CAPS cash

Tom Carter

600

Bumble Gum

Marco Polo

750

$15 CAPS cash

Sacagawea

900

Place Swap

Pytheas

1,100

$20 CAPS cash

Thutmose IV

1,300

Hot Shot

Howard Carter

1,500

$25 CAPS cash

Amelia Earhart

1,700

Jam Session

Christopher Columbus

2,000+

$30 CAPS cash

Rolos

ParticipationNolunteer Reader - 1O;
Reading Skill/Strategy proof - 25 each*
Class Notes - 1O*
Word Work - 5*
Vocabulary Cards/Definitions - 10
Language Skill - 5/page*
Book Groups (Responding/Write About It) - 25*
Ind. Reading PINs 8-12/week*
Book Talk (Will accept one/week) - 50
S&L Choices (2 required/week)* - 10/activity
Writing Choices (2 required/week)* - 10/activity
Research Choice - 25 (Not available every week)
Essential Question answer w/text evidence - 10

Reading (L&I)

Week 1

Essential
Question: How
do new clues
match old ideas
about Vikings?
Weeki~ ICC
Standards
Rl.6 .2a
Rl.6 .2b
Rl.6 .10
L6 .2b
L6 .3b
L6.6
W6 .1

•
•
•
•
•

•

Items marked with
'I
the * are required 1
for the week, due 1
on Friday.
'I
Assignments may •
be turned in via
Google Docs or
paper.

The Real Vikings
Skill: Compare & Contrast*
Reading Notebook: Venn
Diagram (Proj . 16.3)
Strategy: Summarize Stop
& Think, pg . 413 (Rl6 .2B)*
Changing Views , pg. 415
PINs (summary of ind.
reading)*

Leveled Readers

From Raider to Peacemaker
India 's Monsoons
India 's Amazing Geography
LR Responding
LR Write About It

Language

•
•
•

Writing

Speaking & Listening

•

Word Work (L6 .
2b)*
Parts of Verbs , PB •
187, 188, 189 (L6.
3b)
Vocabulary Cards
- proof of the Talk
It Over
discussions or
write personal
definitions for
words , pgs . 402403 (L6 .6)

•
•

On The Record , pg .
415
Poems That Boast,
pgs. 416-418
Watch for Punctuation ,
Work Station
Webcam Fluency
practice

Assessments/Portfolio Evidence
Turn in/Keep in classroom folder
Rl6 .2 - Compare & Contrast, PB 181 , 182;
Rl6.2 - Summary of LR , PINS
W6 .1 - Essential Question essay answer

•
•
•

•

Then and Now, pg .
415
Making Connections ,
pg . 419
Essential Question
paragraph , pg. 407 ,
(W6 .1)*
Viking Voyages , Work
Station

Badges Available
+Coupons Earned
Viking
Venn
Summarize
Fluency
Level (Points) Badges

Plan, Do, Review
Plan - Activity Name

Do - Steps/Order

Review - Did you get completed?

cc
0

..c
Cl)

-c
cc
Cl)
__J
~
~
Cl)
Cl)

s

-·-~
- c;;i ...

...
...

Cell Sti,les •
styles

~
(w•j

Book

Class

Proof of

Participation .
V olunteer
Reader

Reading

Class

\Vord

Skill&.

Notes

\Vork

strategy

·~

I

V ocabulazy

I Language
Skill

Groups
(Responding
/ \ Vrite About

It)_

PINS

Book

Talk

Speaking
&.
Listening

\\'riling

Essential
Question
Es.say

Research

n

Book Talks - on~/week is accepted, you cannot
do the same thing more than once.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

commercial
outline of story
poster
plot diagram
narrative book report
Show &Tell
Write a song
_
Re-enact a scene (write a script)
Retel I the story f ram the view of one of the characters

Behavior Counts
Failure to work on task or in a quiet voice
= less points earned for the activity.
Classroom behavior counts too, checkmarks also
= fewer points for an activity.

Assessments - on your own
Rl6.2 - Compare & Contrast, PB181 or 182
Rl6.2 - Summary of LR, PINS, frame
W6.1 - Essential Question essay answer
L6.6 - Vocabulary (definition & context clues)

Daily Materials
Planner, Pen/cil, Book, Snack (6M only)
Sign will only list other materials needed for the day.

Student Portfolio
Purpose of Portfolios
Portfolios are a collection of children's work that
is designed to demonstrate successes, growth,
higher order thinking, creativity and reflection.
Portfolios should celebrate student learning
through the PYP, showing the development of the
whole child.

Student Portfolios, Dailey Elementary Charter School, http://fics.us/dailey/about/, Fair Use, 2/15/16
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Appendix 5
Gamification Unit 4 Map

Treasures of the Ancient World
Big Idea: The past is full of amazing stories.
Level/Badge

Points

Coupons

Activity Types - Points

Rollo: First Ruler of
Normandy

75

Erik the Red

150

$5 CAPS cash

Leif Eriksson

300

Word Work

Gan Ying

450

$10 CAPS cash

Tom Carter

600

Bumble Gum

Marco Polo

750

$15 CAPS cash

Sacagawea

900

Place Swap

Pytheas

1,100

$20 CAPS cash

Book Talk (Will accept one/week) - 50

Thutmose IV

1,300

Hot Shot

S&L Choices (2 required/week)* - 10

Howard Carter

1,500

$25 CAPS cash

Amelia Earhart

1,700

Jam Session

Christopher Columbus

2,000+

$30 CAPS cash

Rolos

ParticipationNolunteer Reader - 10
Reading Skill/Strategy proof - 25
Class Notes - 10
Word Work- 5
Vocabulary Cards/Definitions - 10
Language Skill - 5
Book Groups (Responding/Write About It) - 10/15
Ind. Reading PINs 8-12/week - 15

Writing Choices (4 required/week)* - 10
Research Choice - 50
Essential Question answer w/text evidence - 10

Failure to work on task or in a quiet voice = less points earned for the activity.
Classroom behavior counts too, checkmarks also = fewer points for an activity.

The Real Vikings
Week 1
Essential
Question: How
do new clues
match old ideas
about Vikings?
Weekll£ ICC
Standards
Rl.6 .2a
Rl.6.2b
Rl.6.10
L6.2b
L6.3b
L6.6
W6.1
Items marked
with the * are
required for the
week, due on
Friday.
Assignments may
be turned in via
Google Docs,
KidBlog , or
paper.

Reading (L&I)

Language

Speaking & Listening

Writing

• Skill : Compare & Contrast*
• Reading Notebook: Venn
Diagram (Proj . 16.3)
• Strategy: Summarize Stop
& Think, pg. 413 (Rl6.2B)*
• Changing Views , pg. 415
• PINs (summary of ind.
reading)*

• Word Work
(L6.2b)*
• Parts of Verbs ,
PB 187, 188, 189
(L6.3b)
• Vocabulary Cards
- proof of the Talk
It Over
discussions or
write personal
definitions for
words , pgs.
402-403 (L6.6)

• On The Record , pg.
415
• Poems That Boast,
pgs. 416-418
• Watch for Punctuation ,
Work Station
• Webcam Fluency
practice

• Then and Now, pg.
415
• Making Connections,
pg.419
• Essential Question
paragraph , pg. 407,
(W6.1 )*
• Viking Voyages,
Work Station

Leveled Readers

•
•
•
•
•

From Raider to Peacemaker
India 's Monsoons
India 's Amazing Geography
LR Responding
LR Write About It

Assessments/Portfolio Pieces
Turn in/Keep in classroom folder
Rl6.2- Compare & Contrast, PB181 , 182;
Rl6.2 - Summary of LR, PINs
W6.1 - Essential Question essay answer

Badges Available
+Coupons Earned
Top 5

Th E, .
Reading (L&I)*

Week2

Essential
Question:
What can we
prove about
China's first
emperor?
Weeki~ ICC
Standards
Rl6.8
Rl6.1
L6.2B
L6.6
L6.1B
W6.2

Items marked
with the * are
required for
the week, due
on Friday.
Assignments
may be turned
in via Google
Docs, KidBlog ,
or paper.

The Emperor's Silent Army
(Rl6.8)
Skill: Fact & Opinion class
notes* (RI6.8)
Strategy: Question ing*
(RI6.1)
Questioning Stop & Think,
pg . 432
PINs - 8-12 on questioning
what you have read
(Rl6.1)
Leveled Readers*
The Silk Road - green
Confucius - purple
Innovations from Ancient China
- blue
• LR Responding (Rl6 .8)
• LR Write About It (Rl6.1)

•
•
•
•

' Sil

tA

•
•
•
•

Word Work* (L6.2b)
MSR 28 Step 1 Word Handout*
Vocabulary - proof of the Talk It
Over discussions or write
personal definitions for words,
Journeys pgs. 424-425 (L6.6)
Pronouns, Journeys pgs.
446-447 , PB 199, 200 , 201
(L6.1b)

-

• MSR 28: Syllable Cards - say
to Ms. Thomas*
• Fluency Webcam - rate
yourself
• Ancient China : Visual Arts,
Journeys pgs. 442-444 - rate
yourself
• Accuracy in Action , Speaking
& Listening Work Station

•

Reading (L&I)
(Pick 1)

•

Skill : Fact & Opinion , PB
193, 194, Stop & Think,
pg . 439, Projectable 17.4
(Rl6 .8)

Writing
(Pick 4)

Speaking & Listening
(Pick 1)

Language
(Vocabulary/Pronouns Std.
Need)

•
•

•
•
•
•

•

•

Research
(Optional)

• Research Chinese Dynasties
(write a short paper on the
history of a certain dynasty, or
compare 2-3 dynasties (W6 .2)
• Research Cultural Burial Rites
(Compare Chinese burials with
America burials *W6.2)

Assessments Standards
Portfolio Pieces
(Std. Need)
Rl6.8 PB 193, 194
RI 6.8 PINs, Stop & Think pg.

432
L6.6 - vocab definitions, context
clues
L6.1b- Pronoun , PB 199, 200 ,
201
W6 .2 - Research , Express
Yourself

Express Yourself,
Journeys page 441
(W6.1)
Facts & Artifacts
summary, Journeys page
441
Everyday Life, Journeys
page 441
Making Connections,
Journeys page 445
Problem Solving
Paragraph , Journeys pg
448, PB204 , Projectable
17.10
Emperor's Wishes Writing Work Station
Sentence Fluency, PB203
Essential Question essay,
Journeys page 429

Badges Available

Chinese Dynasty
Casket
Top 5

The Hero and the Minotaur
Reading (L&I)
Required
25 points

Week3

Essential
Question: How
can a mythic
hero defeat a
monster?
Weekly ICC
Standards
RL6.1
RL6.3a
L6.1
L6.2b
L6.4a
L6.6

The Hero and the Minotaur
Skill: Story Structure* (RL6.3a)
• class notes*
• PB 205 or 206*
Strategy: Infer/Predict*
(RL6.1)
Leveled Readers* (RL6.10)
• Tales of Hercules - green
• The Fate of Achilles - purple
• Tales from the Odysseyblue
Responding/ Write
About It*

•

Speaking & Listening
(Pick 2)
10 points

Language
5 points

•
•
•
•
•
•

Word Work* (L6.2b)
MSR 28 Step 2 Word
Handout* (L6.2b)
Pronouns, PB 214 (L6.1)*
Vocabulary - write
personal definitions L6.6)
context clues (L6.4a),
Journeys pgs. 450-451
Journeys pgs. 472-473 +
one PB page, PB 211 ,
212,213
Word Choice , PB 215

• MSR 28: Syllable Cards - say to
Ms. Thomas*
Fluency Webcam - rate yourself
Expression Sessions, Work
Station - rate yourself
The Amazing Algorithm ,
Journeys pgs. 468-470 - tell me
your partner's' name after
reading through twice.

•
•
•

Writing
(Pick 4)
10 points

lndeQendent of Stor:y
• Gallant Greeks, Work
Station , pick one
• Sentence Fluency,
Journeys pgs. 474-475 +
PB 216
• Making Connections ,
Journeys pg. 471 (After
reading The Amazing
Algorithm
DeQendent on Stor:y
• Noble Qualities , Journeys
pg.467
• Hollywood Heroes,
Journeys pg . 467
• Recipe for a Winner,
Journeys pg . 467
• Stop & Thinks, Journeys
pgs. 457, 461 , and 465
• Essential Question : How
can a mythic hero defeat a
monster?

Items marked with
the * are required
for the week , due
Reading (L&I)
Optional (Pick 1)
25 points

on Friday.
Assignments may

Optional
50 points

Assessments
Portfolio Pieces
Points depend on the category

Badges Available

be turned in via
Google Docs,
KidBlog, or paper.

•
•

•

Projectible 18.2, 18.4
Story Structure Plot
Summary on independent
book
PINs - infer & predict

• Research Greek Gods create a FB page for a
Greek God - ask Ms. T for
Google Template
• Greek Contributions - pick

• Story Structure PB 205 or 206
(L6.3a)
• Pronouns PB 214 (L6 .1)
• Vocabulary quiz (L6.4a, 6.6)

Top 5
Greek Gods
Greek Contributions

The Princess Who Became A Kinq
Reading (L&I)
Required
25 points

Week4

Essential
Question : How
did a pharaoh 's
daughter
become a
pharaoh?
Weekly ICC
Standards
Rl6.4
Rl6.5
L6.4a
L6.6

Items marked
with the * are
required for the
week, due on
Friday.
Assignments
may be turned
in via Google
Docs, KidBlog ,
or paper.

The Princess Who Became a
King
Skill: Cause & Effect* (Rl6 .5)
• class notes*
• PB217or218*
Strategy: Monitor/Clarify* (Rl6.4 )
Leveled Readers * (RL6 .10)
• Alexander the Great
• Rulers of Persia
• Mysteries of the Phoenicians
•
Responding & Write
About It

Language
5 points

• Word Work*
• Vocabulary, write
personal definitions
L6 .6) context clues
(L6.4a) , Journeys pgs .
476-77
• Prepositions, read
Journeys pgs . 498-499
& PB 223 , 224 , 225
• Subject-Verb
Agreement, PB 226

Reading (L&I)
Optional (Pick 1)
25 points

•
•
•
•

Projectible 19.2 or 19.4
Cause & Effect story map on
independent book
PINs - cause & effect
PINs - monitoring
comprehension/clarify ing
confusion

Optional
50 points

•
•
•
•

Research Egyptian
Pyramids
Research Pharaohs
History of Plumbing in
Egypt
Description of
Mummification

Speaking & Listening
(Pick 2)
10 points

Writing
(Pick 4)
10 points

• MSR 28 : Syllable Cards - say to
Ms. Thomas*
• Fluency Webcam , rate yourself
• Information Please , Work Station
- rate yourself
• Kush , Journeys pgs . 494-496
• Her Majesty, Himself play

Independent of Story
• The Queen Reigns!, Work
Station , pick one
• Making Connections ,
Journeys pg . 497
• Sentence Fluency, PB227
Dependent on Story
• Powerful Women ,
Journeys pg . 493
• In Her Honor, Journeys
pg . 493
• Fit to be Pharaoh ,
Journeys pg . 493
• Stop & Thinks, Journeys
pgs. 482 , 486 , and 489
• Essential Question: How
did a pharaoh's daughter
become a pharaoh?

Assessments
Portfolio Pieces
Points depend on the category
• Cause & Effect, PB 217 or 218
(Rl6.5)
• Vocabulary, definitions and
context clues (L6.4a , L6.6)

Badges Available

Top 5
Pyramids
Pharaoh Hatshepsut
Toilet
Mummy

Bodies From the Ash (Four-day week)
Week5

Essential
Question : What
important details
do we know
about Pompeii?

Language
5 points

Speaking & Listening
(Pick2)
10 points

Writing
(Pick 4)
10 points

• Word Work* (L6 .2b )
• Vocabulary - reword
definitions. (L6 .6)
• Prepositional Phrases , PB
235 , 236 , 237 , 239
• Verb Tenses , PB 238

• MSR 28 : Vowel-r words - say to
Ms. Thomas*
• Fluency Webcam
• Since Vesuvius , Journeys pgs .
518-520 - rate yourself
• Correct Intonation - Work
Station , rate yourself
• Buried Alive , script

Independent of Story
• Making Connections,
Journeys pg . 521
• Paraphrasing , read
Journeys pgs .522-523 and
complete PB 240
• In Old Pompeii, Work
Station, pick one

Reading (L&I)
Required
25 points

Bodies from the Ash
Skill : Main Ideas & Details*
(Rl6.2)
• Class notes
• PB 229 or 230
Strategy: Visualize* (Rl6.3)
• The Lost City of Pompei i
• A Day in Pompeii

Weekly ICC
Standards
Rl6.2
Rl6.3
Rl6.10
L6.2b
L6.6

Items marked
with the * are
required for the
week, due on
Thursday.
Assignments
may be turned
in via Google
Docs, KidBlog ,
or paper.

Dependent on Story
• Are You Curious, Journeys
pg. 517
• Can You Dig It?, Journeys
pg . 517
• All of a Sudden , Journeys
pg . 517
• Essential ? paragraph ,
Journeys pg . 507
• Stop & Th inks, Journeys
pgs. 509 , 510 , & 516

Reading (L&I)
Optional (Pick 1)
25 points
Leveled Readers (Rl6 .10)
Rome is Burning
The Remarkable Romans
Climate Change in the Past
• Responding
• Write About It
Strategy: Visualize PINs
(Rl6 .3)
Skill : Ma in Idea & Details PB
229 or 230 (Rl6 .2)

Optional
50 points

•
•
•
•

Research Volcanoes
Ancient Romans
Seismic Radar Technology
Pompeii Reporting

Badges Available

Assessments
Portfolio Pieces
Points depend on the category
Visualize : Rl6 .2
Main Idea: Rl6 .3
Leveled Reader: Rl6 .10
Word Work: L6 .2b
Vocabulary: L6 .6

Top 5
Volcanoes
Richter Scale
Newspaper

Week6

Learn More & Maya
and Inca:
Civil izations of the
Americas
Skill : Text & Graphic
Features
Strategy: Integrate
Information

Weeki~ ICC
Standards
Rl6.1
Rl6.2
Rl6.6
W6 .1
W6.2
W6.8
L6.2b
Items marked with
the * are required
for the week, due on
Friday. Assignments
may be turned in via
Google Docs,
KidBlog , or paper.

Reading (L&I)
Required
25 points
Vocab Readers
(RIG.10)
The Viking Longship
• Read , handout,
essay
Athena
• Read, handout,
essay
Proud Achilles
• Read , handout,
essay
Life in Ancient Egypt
• Read, handout,
essay
A City Buried in Time
• Read, handout,
essay

-

-

Language
5 points

Speaking & Listening
(Pick 1)
10 points

Writing
(Pick 2)
10 points

• Word Work*
• Domain-Specific
Words , handout C12
• Parenthetic Elements,
handout C13

• Greek Play (there are five
choices) - rate yourself
• Webcam Fluency - rate
yourself
• First Impressions Count,
RA62-63 - rate yourself

• Vocab Reader essay*
• Organizing and
Clarifying Information
• Digging for Precise
Words, RA 60-61
• Choose Your Culture ,
Journeys pg . 528
• Define and Organize
Information , handout
C14

Reading (L&I)
Optional
25 points

Assessments
Portfolio Pieces
Points depend on the
category

Badges Available

• Rave Reviews about
Rice, Journeys pgs.
526-527 and handout
• Maya & Incas, RA
52-59, read and
complete comparison
& contrast guide

• VR essay (Rl6.1, Rl6.2,
Rl6.6, W6.1 , W6 .2, W6 .8)

Top 5
Game Over

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'s#_ The Real Vikings Plan, Do, Review
Plan - Activity Name
The Real Vikings class notes

Do - Steps/Order

Points

T, W

25

Summarize Stop & Think, Journeys pg. 413

25

Weekly PINs, 8-12 on compare & contrast

15

Word Work

5

Essential Question answer, pg 407

10

Review - Did you get completed?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'s#__ The Emperor's Silent Army Plan, Do, Review
Plan - Activity Name
The Hero and the Minotaur class notes
Leveled Reader + Responding and Write
About It

Do - Steps/Order
Tuesday

Points
25

'

25

Story Structure PB 205 or 206

25

Word Work

5

MSR 28 Step 2 Word Handout* (L6.2b)

5

Pronouns, PB 214 (L6.1)*

5

SL 1 : MSR 28: Syllable Cards - say to Ms. Thomas*

10

SL2:

10

W1:

10

W2:

10

W3 :

10

W4:

10

Rl1 :

25

Review - Did you get completed?

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'s#__ The Hero and the Minotaur Plan, Do, Review
Act ivities

Leveled Reader+ Responding and Write About It
Story Structure PB 205 or 206
Word Work
MSR 28 Step 2 Word Handout* (L6 .2b )
Pronouns, PB 214 (L6.1 )*
Ms. Thomas*

SL2:
W1:
W2:
W3 :
W4:
Rl1 :

Review & Refl ect
What worked thi s week?
Did you like the revised weekly planner?

Tu esday

Whole Class
Story

The Hero and the Minotaur class notes

SL 1: MSR 28 : Syllable Cards - say to

Monday

What went wrong?
Any suggestions for next week?

The Hero
and the
Minotaur
Skill: Story
Structure*
• class
notes*

Wednesda
y

Thursday

Friday

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'s#__ The Princess Who Became a King Plan, Do, Review
Activities

The Princess Who Became a King class notes
Leveled Reader+ Responding and Write About It
Cause & Effect PB 217 or 218
Word Work
Vocabulary
SL 1: MSR 28: Syllable Cards - say to Ms. Thomas
SL2:
W1 :
W2:
W3:
Rl1:

Review & Reflect
What worked this week?
Did you like the revised weekly planner?

What went wrong?
Any suggestions for next week?

Monday

Tuesday

Whole Class
Story

The
Princess
Who
Became a
King
Skill :cause
& effect*
• class
notes*

Wednesda
y

Thursda
y

Friday

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _'s#__ Vocab Reader Plan, Do, Review
Activities

Vocab Reader - read, handout, essay
Word Work
SL1:
W1:
W2:

Review & Reflect
What worked this week?
Did you like the revised weekly planner?

What went wrong?
Any suggestions for next week?

Wednesday

Thursday

Friday

